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MEMORANDUM 

March 18, 1997 

Assassination Records Review Board 
600 E Street NW • 2nd floor • Washington, DC 20530 

(202) 724-0088 • Fax: (202) 724-0457 

SECRET 

TO: Jolm Pereira and Barry Harrelson 

FROM: JeremyGunn 

SUBJECT: ARRB Questions Submitted for DO Briefing 

I would like to address some of the concerns that you expressed at our meeting 
yesterday, where we briefly discussed the Review Board's Proposed Questions for the 
March 17 briefing regarding DO records. We understand that you have some concerns 
about the scope of the topics raised. We very much appreciate your recognition of the 
importance that we attach to the ARRB's independence and we again wish to 
emphasize the fact that we fully understand your proper concern for the protection of 
information that is unrelated to the Kennedy assassination. 

I would like to emphasize that the questions that we sent to you were not intended as in 
depth research queries, but rather as topical talking points for discussion. We prepared 
the questions, at your request, in order to give the persons conducting the Driefing an 
understanding of the types of issues in which we were interested. They represent issues 
that we wish to explore in our quest for additional information and records to facilitate 
the completion of the ARRB's responSibilities under the JFK Act. 

We appreciate your acknowledgment that the ARRB is not necessarily obligated to 
justify to CIA the questions it deems relevant to the assassination. Nevertheless, in 
order to facilitate and coordinate our efforts, we are very willing to offer the following 
additional explication ofthose questions that we understand may have been considered 
by the Agency to be excessively broad. 

SECRET 
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Question# 5: 
We have been working to identify all technical and surveillance operations in and on the 
Cuban and Soviet consulates and embassies in Mexico City between September 1 and 
December 1, 1963. How can we frame a search query to determine if we have a 
comprehensive and complete list of all operations at that time? 

Until very recently, we had seen no evidence that CIA ha 
the Cuban compound. However, Dispatch HMMW 12454 (no ) 
found in Box 23, Folder on, makes reference to LICOOLs 

ln 1\llexico c:'i1 ty).Though, the ' 
atch last LICOOL ceased furictioning in 1961--before the period in 

question-the prior existence of this capability and the fact that the dispatch discusses 
the possibility of reactivation prompts the question of whether all technical and 
surveillance operations against the Cuban and Soviet Consulates have been identified 
to the ARRB. In addition, the dispatch refers to MKTRAP, a telephone hot mike 
operation which was re-actuated from a basehouse in November 1963. The specific hot 
mike telephone PBIMPULSE appears to have been in operation during 1963. Are there 
records from this operation? Are there any other operations that may have picked up 
Oswald's visit? 

Question# 6: 
How can a search query be framed to document all electronic take produced by the 
Mexico City Station in the immediate wake of the assassination (the first month) and 
during the period of Oswald's visit? How can we verify that what exists in the 
Sequestered Collection represents all records of technical production that were available 

· at the time of the assassination? If additional records or original production still exists, 
where would it be stored or filed? What searches could be conducted to retrieve any 
additional records? If such electronic take has been destroyed, do records exist of the 
destruction? 

This question is a follow up to question# 5. H MKTRAP was in operation from 
September 1-December 1, 1963, where are the records or transcripts describing the take? 
Was the take ever retained or reviewed? Do any original tapes or transcripts still exist? 
Where might these records be found? Were any other technical operations in progress? 
The various project files for the technical operations known to exist during this period 
are spotty artd incomplete. How can the ARRB know if it has reviewed records of all 
the technical operation take for the relevant time period? 

SECRET 
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Question# 9: 
Various open SOf:lrces have linked the CIA to various journalists and publishing 
companies during the 1960's.· How could a query be framed to search for connections 
between the Agency and journalists or publishing companies? 

The two 1967 Ramparts articles mention connections between the Agency and 
journalists worldwide. The primary focus of this question is on any connection between 
the Agency and any journalist who might have covered the assassination domestically. 
Additionally, we would be interested iri any publishing company involved in 
publishing books about the assassination. HSCA staff notes (RIF 180-10142-10087) 
summarize several files dealing with contacts between the Agency, publishing houses, 

u~~mu~Jbg_jjll,e identified as QKOPERA/Liaison ZRBLESS outlines 
,RC)P ~on ·the status of negotiationS betwe«m 

Praeger . ZRBLESS is identified as a subproject of 
WUBONBON. Further, the staff notes mention a project involving "Praeger and 
publication".[sic], a separate project involving "the Freedom Fund and distribution" 
[sic], and a third project to provide news service to the foreign press through 
Continental Press. Each of these projects appears to have been in operation in 1963-64. 

Question # 10: 
Did the Agency have any relationship, projects or contacts with publishing houses 
during the time of the assassination and in the aftermath of the Warren Commission? 
How would a search. be formulated to determine whether or not the Agency had a 
relationship with any of the same publishing houses that were also publishing books 
about the assassination? 

This question is a follow up to question# 9. One record that is already in the collection 
, . (RIF 180-10142-10087) summarizes the Project File of WUPUNDIT and notes two 'one 

time only' operations in 1963-WURAISIN and WUTRANSIT which were responsible 
. for publishing two books each. In addition, WUSENDER is reported to be a 'one time 

only' operation responsible for three books in 1964. If these books have domestic 
implications or are on subjects related to the assassination, they would be relevant 
documents. 

We hope that this additional explication may help you and the DO understand our . 
approach to the issues raised in our questions. Should any of our requests impose on 
you or your staff a burden that we may not have anticipated - or which would entail 
work of dubious value or benefit-- please advise us so that we can work with you to 
:i:nodify or amend the requests accordingly. 

SECRET 
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Please also remember that, when we request accesses to these materials, we are not 
designating them "assassination records" and we are not, at this time, requesting that 
copies of documents be give!). to the Review Board. 

We appreciate your continuing cooperation and helpfulness. 

owlSe.l and Associate Director 
for Research and Analysis· 

SECRET 
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1;. The St·atiC)n '& use ot c;,4!rtaio. eryptonju tdentlfy.~ng technical 
oP<tra~ion~ O.g::r.~ru:t,.:r13Rt,JS.:N Ti'ELIQE in M.exii::o has. ~a used c·onfusion in 

{)He~ . ua..r.ters .e~-e.~;l'lt~ ·reS.:pens-~ble for sourcing and disseminaUon of 
<:.~nf tion pr,oduced·, an~ ·for supporting the enUre complex of 
,;to~t'aU.ons .itself.-. The crtptoliyiiii.S 1-n question are (a) LIFEAT 
. '(b) LIERODE (c) .HiCTRAP '(d-)' J~ICQOL/11 and (e) PBIMPULSE. - The original 
- iaseanlrig <of t·iiese erJ'Iit~ij~ · til being tc:)nrardecl under' separate cover • 

. 2. The pur~~e ()f thl!SI cUIBpa:tch ~s to aubiiL\1 t for Sta~ion colllll1!lent 
.".:a revie-w of·. the tecl)nic!ll :op;i;rational effort against PBRUMEN TPELIDE_ 
'Since its ince . .PU.on. The o:bj~c~ives are (1) to complete Headquarters 
records which lack :·co~idorable ·detail concerning the intdcactes of 
t-he o,Pera Uon, . (2) to ,. - · ·. · ·- - e preCise use of crypton:rmmS in· 
reporting_ t·hts activ~ty.· uld benefit Headc1uarters personnel 
responsible for -liWnitodng ~d supporting those operations and (3) to 
suggest a few administrative adjustments which would dispel th~ presen 
confusion mentioned in this dispatch. · 

3. The inlti&tl effort against the target was PBIMPULSE-;-- It was 
introduced into the target using LIFEAT assets and was actuated from 
the LUJ-:AT VI basehouse. This is ilentioned oiily to complete the recor 
and dues not . perta,:in tC?. :t!he· intetlt o'f this discussion. Properly 
speaking the initial ef:to:rt be with the &ctivation of LIFEAT/ 
LIERODB in· February 1959, as i ted 1Ji mnt\ 12358. Subseque·nuy 
et~ht (8) LICOQJ..; dt~mpts were tide ciJU"ing 1960-1961 against the salile 
target. The LICOOLS were monitored from a 111110bile LP (not LIFIRE). 
Basehouse ABLE and Basehouse BAKER, and the latter came to be referred 
to.as the LIERODE base. ·The most productive operation of this sort 
(ieeJ!!IS to have been LICOOL/11, .acti.vatedon 9 Hay J-959, according to 
l!K.'U 3884; dated 15 May 1959. According to our records the last LI 
ceased functioning dU.ring late .1961. .Please confirm. 

AttacbJJ!ent - u/s/c 
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4.. A.t thAt Uino a di ~ferent · technique "'as -planned. The follow in 
briefly outlines the devt;!lo.P.ent of .the operations which the staqon 
habitually referS.. to as "MKTRAP": 

-, 5 J'etit•uary' 1962: nch}UeSt for OPeration received at 
B:CR.UITY by-_ Harvey c. lfi!LFORD. 

8 Feb!..:.uar.l962: _ Design and· con;;truc::Uon of MXTRAP .. 

9 !larch 1962 MKTRAP delivered to LIFEAT CO tor 
plaeeMnt in target area. 

10 Ksrch 1962 MXTRAP in$tal!ed by LIFEAT assets and 
-initial LP tests perfo1"11lCd froa LIFEAT VI basehoW!IIe 
-with uptive results. 

14-Harch 1962 LP tests conducted with revised series 
line conne<::_tions with positive results. 

6-13 April 1962: Design and construction of LP equip~~~ent. 

16 April 1962 : 1nstallaction of LP equipment in 
LIFEAT VI bnsehouse. 

MKTRAP, although moved from room to room, remained in olace within 
the target area, though inactive 11:10st of the time. During November 
1963 MXTRAP was re-actuated from a second LIFEAT basehouse known as 
~sebouse CHARLIE. 

5. The photo surveillance of PBR~ TPELIDE was put into effect 
ws:in~ basehtH!.S~ BA!!J<;R · (LU!RO!l'F. R&\l!'ta) at tha sa.Jile time tbat ~P was · 
actuated. This photo coverage,. the basehouse, PBRUMEN TPELIDE and the 
activity for which the cryptonym was first authorized have all been 
identified as LIERODl!: which has created considerable confusion here at 
Headquarters. 

6. According to scanty Headquarter'& records the :follo":ing 
o,erations have utilized these bases against tbe target: 

a. PBI!;CPULSE LIFEAT VI 

b. LICOOLs Basehouse:s ABLE and 

e. LIFEAT/LIERODE :r.IFEAT VI 

d. "KK'TRAP"· LIF.EAT VI, Basehouse 

B'XER 

BAKER, Base house CHARLIE 

e. PHOTO nasehouse BAKER 

Headquarters has the impression that the principal factors that 
.contributed to the suspension of Nh."'TRAP activity from LIFEAT VI,. wer~ 
the physical deteriora~ion of the bouse itself and the divorce of the 
basehoW!IIe keepers. The cU:rrent LU'E.~T Project Oytline indicates that. 
LIFEUD 14 and LU'E~ 17 were. obtaining a divorce and were terminated 
as of 30 September 1962. Headquarter& assumes they were the occupants 
of LI.FEAT ·vx. yet the projec;t outline does not show that the base was 
close·d. <LIFEAT VI .was listed·on page !ZO of the outline as an·active 
unit. On th4'1 othe;r hand, pautie 15 ·of the_ outlin~ states that LU"EUD 22 
and- LlY!UD 23 are occupying .the ••LIE.RODE photo base house", but that 

-·they have De't'er been involved in.LI:rE.AT work. This indicates that 
LIFEAT/LIKROO.~ and.the photo work again&t the PBRUMENarget are now 
being conducted froa two different basehousee. Th~ projec.t outline 
also_indieates that while it had ~en planned to have this base serve 
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"LIFEAT/:W:Xl'RAP", technical dU'ficultics made tlds bipassible, 
therefore theso two agents. were not bcinl; include(! under LIFEAT 
Project.. When. YJ\TRAP was rc-nctua.ted in No·vember 1903 and as stated 
above, tl:ie Stal:ion utilized IUlQihei- x."r:r·EAT bafiu~bouse, also called ·· 
b•sohouse CHARLIE, situat~d approximately six mU<r:'•. from target. 

· Pleaae ~onfirm .the accuracy .of. the foregoing and supple•«mt it by 
·tn~o~ing Ueadquarte.rs-the·baiiUihouse~·-rind keepers -!nvohed and the 

.. , . operatloWJ they :are .currently 111onitoring~ · 

. . 

. . 

·1. ·Headquarters requests Station's colllll'lents on the following 
suggestions: 

•~ PhQtographic coverage. That a separate projectbe 
prepared::".t.0:4nClude l:IP'Et:!'IJT.J and 23 ~ The project shoUld 

. cover 'their :s'alar.l.es, baeehouse rent, and et..tuipm.ent 
expenses, an ·arrangement sbailar ·to LIT ABBY and LIDOGTROT. 
This activity, identified with.a new cryptonym would 
eUainate. fu,rther contus.1on 1when discuss~ng photographic 
coverage of PBRtJ"MEN TPELIDE. . 

b. - LICOOL. Headquarters is not aware of any LICOOLa 
pr~sent!y operative. If ~ny are conte~plated, CSI-52-6, 27 
Febr,uuy 1958, requires special Headquarters approval prior 
to any action taken. If successful, a decision can be made 
at· that tim.e ·whether a new project· is necessary or whether 
it can adequately be covered under LIFEAT, depending on 
the assets'belng utilized in the operation. 

c. LIERODE. The original intent of this cryptonya is 
discussed. in the separate cover ~ttachment and the activity 
has been. assigned file number 50-6-32/G. If the oper~tion 
utilizes LIFEAT assets, it is suggested that it rem:lin. 
under LIFEAT P2·oject anu be identified as LI~KAT/Ll~ROD~ .in 
all correspondence. Please inform Headquarters of the assets 
presently used for LIFEAT/LIERODE coverage. 

d. MKTRAP. KURIOT would prefer the Station-not use this 
cryptony~rn:reporting this particular type of coverage. It 
is S!..l~gested that a new cr·yptonym, in the LI series, be 
utilized to reference this activity. The present cryptonym 
refers to ft technique which hasprogressed from the 
developmental into the operational st~ge and &hould more 
appropriately be identified with a regular Station cryptonym. 
If thts oj)eration i2l' being worked by LIFEAT assets,. then 
it aight be identified wi.th a dual cryptonym LIFEAT/LI. A 
sepgrll&te file nWII.ber, within the LIFEAT se'rles, can be 
assigned to cover "MKTRAP" if the Station requests _it, but 
it does not seem necessary since oth~r LIFEAT targets do not 
have separate file numbers either. 

e. Consolidated Project. If tile Station pr:efers, all 
technical operations - LIEiWDB, .!oi:KTRAP,· LICOOL, PHOTO 
directed against PBRur&EN·TPELIDE can be fundf;!d and 
adminintered under one project • 

OLIVER G. GALDOND 
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CRYPTONYM A -·us~d to identify Station's unilateral telephone 
tapa. 

CRYPT9Ntlil B - AII!Ui::lgned on ;u ·.February 1959, to idenUtr the 
Station•a unilateral telephone tap ot the 
PS!tuJmN TPELIDE in Mexico ·cur. (See .· .. mr 3382, :rebrW..rr :u. 1959) ·~ 

CRYP"FFNYM C - Identifl'!& ... the' technical no11111enclature of a 
··hot lllin:e telephone A/S :l.netallaUon. Detalla 
of the. ·lll)'&t4ua are contained :ln :fOOU 20307. 

CR"t"PI'ON'YM D ... Concealed •1cropho.nes. 

CRTPToNYM E - Hot ~ike telephone. 

CS COPY 
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v09-16-96ccr 
JFK RECORDS 

Cross Reference: None 

Status in System: 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
. AGENCY : 

RECORD :tmMBER : 
RECORD SJml:ES 

AGENCY F:ILB :tmMBER 
Other Agency Equity: 

__ ...; ___ _ 

HSCA 
180-10142-10087 
Cl:A SEGREGA'l'ED COLLP.:C'l':IOR 
23-06-03 
None 

OR:IG:INA'rOR : HSCA 
FROM : C:IA .. ~ ":: 

'J.':I'J.'LE 
DA'l'E 

PAGES 
DOC'O"MENT TYPE 

stm.:JEC'J.' ( s) 
CLASS:IF:ICA'J.':IOR 

RES'J.'R:IC'J.':IORS 
~STATUS 

DA'J.'E OF LAST mNl:Ew : 
COMM!m'l'S 

Date in: 01/26/96 

'J.''J.'FF.FFFF 
FFFFFFFF 

THE. WARREN COMMI:SS:ION AND MEX:ICO 
00/00/78 
62 
REPOR'l'. 
MEX:ICO; WC; C:IA, Fl:LES; 
ONCLASS:IF:IED 
3 . 
POS'l'PONED :IN PAR'l' 
08/07/95 
Box 12 
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Types of Questions for Follow-up DO Records Briefing 
March 17, 1997 

1. At what point did the DDP begin to keep records of destroyed records? For 
example, in a Cold Warrior footnote, Tom Mangold reports that as any of Angleton's 
files were destroyed, "a complete record was carefully maintained about what had been 
done. (George) Kalaris signed off on every file and the OCI's office was notified." 
(p. 143) Where are these records? 

2. Could an archival search be run on specific topics for retired records at the CIA's 
Record's Center? Perhaps an ARRB staffer could be present during the search to review 
the abstracts and to suggest other fields or topics to be searched? 

3. Could a crypt search for records containing relevant crypts be run through 
cryptographic reference? How would queries need to be framed and stated? 

4. Why is it so difficult to develop a list for all personnel (official, contract, 
administrative, or IDY) assigned to the post referenced in RIF 104-10065-10199? 

5. We have been working to identify all technical and surveillance operations in and on 
the Cuban and Soviet consulates and embassies in Mexico City between September 1 
and December 1, 1963. How can we frame a search query to determine if we have a 
comprehensive and complete list of all operations at that time? 

6. How can a search query be framed to document all electronic take produced by the 
Mexico City Station in the immediate wake of the assassination (the first month) and 
during the period ofOswald's visit? How can we verify that what exists in the 
Sequestered Collection represents all records of the technical production that was 
available at the time of the assassination? If additional records or original production 
still exists, where would it be stored or filed? What searches could be conducted to 
retrieve any additional records? If such electronic take has been destroyed, do records 
exist of the destruction? 

7. Could you describe the process by which operational funds are proposed, approved, 
received, and distributed (circa 1963). What funding and disbursement records exist? 
How are they organized? How should a request be formulated to institute a reasonable 
search of these records? 

8. We have seen DDP monthly operational reports which contain information on the 
allocation/ distribution of operational funds. Are there other DDP records which would 
reflect how certain projects utilized their funding? How are these records organized? 
How should a search query be framed? 
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9. Various open sources have linked the CIA to various journalists and publishing 
companies during the 1960's. How should a query be framed to search for connections 
between the Agency and journalists or publishing companies? 

10. Did the Agency have an relationship, projects, or contacts with publishing houses 
during the time ofth and in the aftermath of the Warren Commission? 
How would a search be formulated to detertnine whether or not the Agency had a 
relationship with any of the same publishing houses that were also publishing books 
about the assassination? 

11. How would a query be framed to search for files on any office or person dealing 
with organized crime and Cuba? How should a request be formulated to institute a 
reasonable search on this topic? 

12. Is there a comprehensive record or list detailing the identities of individuals on the 
Interagency Source Register? How are these records organized? How can a search 
query be framed to ascertain whether or not a particular individual appears in the 
Register. 

13. How could a search· query be .framed to ascertain whether or not a particular 
individual was given access to classified information by DCD (then 00)? What kind of 
files are assembled in the process of dearing non-Agency contacts/sources for access to 
classified information? 




